When analyzing a visual image, the brain has to achieve several goals quickly. One crucial goal is to rapidly detect parts of the visual scene that might be behaviorally relevant, while another one is to segment the image into objects, to enable an internal representation of the world. Both of these processes can be driven by local variations in any of several image attributes such as luminance, color, and texture. Here, focusing on texture defined by local orientation, we propose that the two processes are mediated by separate mechanisms that function in parallel. More specifically, differences in orientation can cause an object to ''pop out'' and attract visual attention, if its orientation differs from that of the surrounding objects. Differences in orientation can also signal a boundary between objects and therefore provide useful information for image segmentation. We propose that contextual response modulations in primary visual cortex (V1) are responsible for orientation pop-out, while a different kind of receptive field nonlinearity in secondary visual cortex (V2) is responsible for orientation-based texture segmentation. We review a recent experiment that led us to put forward this hypothesis along with other research literature relevant to this notion.
Introduction
Our brain's visual system has to solve several problems concurrently. One problem is choosing where to look at next, to make the best use of our limited area of highest acuity and limited attentional resources. Another problem is to segment the visual scene into objects, so that we can build an internal representation of the world around us and interact with it. Here, we first outline the current thinking about these two processes, and how they are thought to be accomplished in the visual cortex. We next describe aspects of the response properties of single neurons in primary (V1) and secondary visual cortex (V2) and summarize how contextual modulations in V1 and receptive field properties in V2 are thought to be linked to the two processes. Then, we will summarize our recent neurophysiological study concluding that the two processes arise independently of each other in V1 and V2 respectively. Last, we will review psychophysical studies that are relevant to this notion and outline a general view of how these two processes are accomplished in the visual cortex through different non-linear interactions.
Pop-out
Visual search tasks are a powerful way of studying how the visual system directs attention. In visual search tasks, a target can be detected faster and with less effort if it differs in an elementary way from surrounding distractors (Treisman & Gelade, 1980) . This is accompanied by a subjective impression of ''pop-out'' in that the target object seems to grab the viewer's attention. Basic features for which a difference between target and distractors causes pop-out include orientation, color, motion, size and stereoscopic depth (see e.g. Wolfe, 1994 for a review).
The pop-out phenomenon is linked to what is also called the ''saliency'' of a stimulus. Salient stimuli attract visual attention, and this is thought to be a way for the brain to decide which part of the visual environment to concentrate on, by either controlling eye-movements (overt attention) or by directing our visual attention without any associated eye-movement (covert attention). There is some controversy over what kinds of features influence the saliency of a stimulus and the specifics of this influence. For example, it is not clear to what extent simple luminance contrast correlates with overt attention in humans (Einhauser & Konig, 2003; Frey, Konig, & Einhauser, 2007; Reinagel & Zador, 1999) . The influence of color contrast on eye-movements, interestingly, depends on the image type (Frey, Honey, & Konig, 2008) . However, texture contrasts are more consistently associated with eyemovement control (Frey, Konig, & Einhauser, 2007; Krieger et al., 2000; Parkhurst & Niebur, 2004) .
Local texture contrast that is linked to saliency and pop-out could be detected by neurons in V1 via ''contextual modulations'', a term describing the fact that a neuron's responses to a stimulus within its receptive field can be modulated by stimuli outside of the receptive field. In this framework, the receptive field is defined as the region in visual space that can drive the neuron's response on its own. This is sometimes also called the classical receptive field or receptive field center (Fitzpatrick, 2000) . The modulatory influence of stimuli outside the receptive field, also called the non-classical receptive field or the receptive field surround, is found in many areas along the visual pathway and might serve as a means to make comparisons between stimuli inside and outside of the receptive field (Allman, Miezin, & McGuinness, 1985) .
In V1, where many neurons are orientation-tuned, an important and well known kind of contextual modulation depends on the orientation of the stimulus presented in the surround. When the orientation of the stimulus in the center and the surround is the preferred orientation, these neurons have a lower firing rate than when the orientation presented in the surround is different (Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Fries, Albus, & Creutzfeldt, 1977; Nelson & Frost, 1978) . This phenomenon, called ''iso-orientation surround suppression,'' is illustrated in Fig. 1 . In panel 1A, a grating of the preferred orientation is presented in the receptive field center (red circle); this elicits a high firing rate from the neuron. In panel 1B, only the receptive field surround (blue circle) is being stimulated, and the neuron does not respond (as expected, since the surround region -by definition -is modulatory and does not produce a response by itself). However, when the grating is presented to both the center and the surround, as shown in panel 1C, the neuron fires less than when only the center is being stimulated (compare to panel 1A); this is called ''surround suppression''. Crucially, when the orientation of the grating in the surround is switched to an orientation perpendicular to the preferred orientation (panel 1D), the surround suppression is partially released, and the neuron fires more than when the surround grating also has the preferred orientation (compare to panel 1C).
Based on experiments in alert monkeys, Knierim and van Essen suggested that this type of contextual modulation might be the neurophysiological basis for orientation pop-out (Knierim & van Essen, 1992) . Several neurophysiological studies in anesthetized cats and monkeys support this idea (Kastner, Nothdurft, & Pigarev, 1997 Nothdurft, Gallant, & Van Essen, 1999) , as does a recent fMRI experiment in humans (Zhang et al., 2012) . Panels E and F in Fig. 1 spell this out, by showing how iso-orientation surround suppression leads to higher firing rates in the pop-out condition. Panel 1E corresponds to the condition without pop-out -the target and distractor bars both have the preferred orientation -and because of the iso-orientation suppression, the neuron fires less. Panel 1F corresponds to the pop-out condition -the distractors have an orientation perpendicular to the target -and the iso-orientation surround suppression is released, leading to a higher firing rate.
Understanding the functional effects of surround suppression is complicated by the fact that the suppressive region in V1 is not always present all around the receptive field center. For example, the suppressive region can be confined to the ''end-zones'' along the length of the receptive field (also called ''end-stopping'', ''end-inhibition'' or ''length suppression'') or the ''side flanks'' of the receptive field (also called ''side-inhibition'' or ''width suppression'') (DeAngelis, Freeman, & Ohzawa, 1994) , or even oblique regions (Walker, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 1999) . Fig. 2 shows the impact of this asymmetry, using end-zone suppression as an example. Panel 2A shows how stimulating just the receptive field center with a rectangular patch of a sinusoidal grating in the preferred orientation activates the neuron. Panel 2B shows how presenting the same grating but only in the end-zones of the receptive field will not lead to any response (as expected, as in Fig. 1B , since these regions are only modulatory). In panel 2C, a rectangular patch with a sinusoidal grating of the preferred orientation covers the classical receptive field and also the end-zones, leading to a suppression of the response compared to when the classical receptive field is covered (compare to panel 2A). As shown in panel 2D, the suppression is released when patches with sinusoidal gratings of the orthogonal orientation are presented in the end-zones. Similarly, a stimulus consisting of several oriented bars of the preferred orientation will suppress the neuron if any of the bars align with the end-zones (panel 2E), and this suppression will be released if the bars in the surround are of orthogonal orientation like in a classical pop-out stimulus (panel 2F).
The higher firing rate produced by iso-orientation surround suppression can also occur in situations without perceptual popout, because this mechanism produces an increased firing rate merely because of an orientation discontinuity. Panels 2G and 2H illustrate this: even just one line in the surround with the same orientation as in the center can suppress the neurons firing rate, if it happens to align with the suppressive zone (2G); when the Fig. 1 . Iso-orientation surround suppression and pop-out. These panels diagram the responses of an idealized cortical neuron with a receptive field center (red circle) that is tuned to the horizontal orientation (red bar) and an iso-oriented suppressive surround (blue circle). Red arrows represent the excitation due to stimulation of the receptive field center, blue arrows represent suppression due to stimulation of the surround and black arrows represent the net response. (A) A grating of the preferred orientation confined to the receptive field center elicits a high firing rate (red arrow). (B) A grating of the preferred orientation confined to the suppressive surround elicits no response (black cross). (C) A grating of the preferred orientation covering both the center and the surround elicits no response, because the center contribution (red arrow) is reduced by the suppressive surround (blue arrow). (D) When the grating in the surround is switched to a non-preferred orientation, part of the suppression is released (short blue arrow) and the overall firing rate is high. (E and F) As in C and D, but with the gratings are replaced by bars, typically used in pop-out experiments.
orientation of the line in the surround is changed to the perpendicular orientation, part of that suppression is released (2H). Importantly, a two-bar display is not associated with perceptual pop-out, since neither token is distinguished from the background.
Given that neurons with iso-orientation surround suppression respond with higher firing rates to orientation discontinuities even when the stimulus is not a full-fledged orientation pop-out stimulus, it is no surprise that individual neurons in V1 cannot distinguish between pop-out stimuli and other stimuli that contain orientation discontinuities but don't elicit perceptual pop-out (Hegde & Felleman, 2003) . Based on this observation, some studies suggest that orientation pop-out arises in higher visual areas such as V4 (Bogler, Bode, & Haynes, 2013; Burrows & Moore, 2009 ). Nevertheless, contextual effects in V1 neurons in anesthetized animals clearly display response properties that would allow the brain to extract the information necessary to detect orientation discontinuities and could therefore form the basis for orientation pop-out, even if the percept is only fully formed in higher visual areas.
Texture segmentation
Another process that can be driven by differences in orientations is texture segmentation. Sometimes an object boundary cannot be detected based on luminance cues or even color cues, but only based on texture cues. This is illustrated in Fig. 3A : the elephant and the tree have similar color and luminance, but the texture difference of its skin compared to the tree provides a sufficient cue for the object boundary. In addition, detecting texture boundaries and color boundaries along with luminance boundaries is helpful for distinguishing shadows from object boundaries (Derrington et al., 2002; Johnson & Baker, 2004; Johnson, Kingdom, & Baker, 2005; Kingdom, 2003; Kingdom, Beauce, & Hunter, 2004; Schofield et al., 2010) . This is because texture borders are often aligned with luminance borders in natural scenes (Johnson & Baker, 2004; Johnson, Kingdom, & Baker, 2005) , but shadows lying across an otherwise uniform surface are associated with luminance changes but no other cues such as color or texture changes. This is illustrated in Fig. 3B : because there are confounding shadows on the tree trunk the visual system has to ignore the luminance boundaries that do not align with texture or color boundaries in order to accurately determine the shape of the trunk.
Luminance boundaries can be detected by simple linear filters, for example Gabor filters, which are often used as a simplified model of V1 receptive fields. Texture boundaries on the other hand, can only be detected by combining several such filters. Most proposed models consist of two stages of linear filtering with a rectifying nonlinearity in between, commonly called the filterrectify-filter (FRF) model (Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Malik & Perona, 1990; Wilson, Ferrera, & Yo, 1992; Zavitz & Baker, 2013) . The FRF model is illustrated in Fig. 4 , using a stimulus with a texture boundary between two regions with sinusoidal gratings of orthogonal orientation. In panel 4A, the filters in the first processing stage (bottom part of illustration) are oriented vertically, therefore only filters in the upper half of the stimulus are responding. Some of the individual filters will respond positively and others negatively, depending on the alignment of the filter and the luminance in the grating. At the rectification stage, negative responses are converted into positive responses, so that the sum or responses is now positive in the upper half of the stimulus and still zero in the lower half. In the second processing stage (top part of panel 4A), there is a filter of larger scale than the filters in the first processing stage, and it collects their rectified responses. Thus, it responds positively when the top part of the stimulus contains a vertical grating and the bottom part contains a grating that does not activate the filters in the first processing stage because of its contrasting orientation. The relationship between the orientation of filters in the first and second stage can be perpendicular to each other, as in panel 4A, but they can also have the same orientation, as illustrated in panel 4B. Here, only the bottom half of the same stimulus activates the linear filters in the first processing stage (bottom part of panel 4B). Thus, to ensure that the net response of the cell is still positive (as in panel A); the polarity of the second stage filter has to be reversed. If the orientations of the sinusoidal gratings were different, for example oblique, the filters in the first processing stage would have to have one of the orientations. Therefore, for each combination of two gratings that can signal a texture boundary, a different combination of first and second stage filters is needed.
The notion that texture boundary processing requires two stages of processing leads to the idea that the first stage could correspond to V1 neurons and the second stage to V2 neurons (Baker & Mareschal, 2001) . Consistent with this idea are the several studies have shown that neurons in monkey V2 and cat area 18 are selective for the texture boundaries (Baker et al., 2013; Leventhal Iso-orientation surround suppression in the end-zones. These panels diagram the responses of an idealized cortical neuron with a receptive field center (red circle) that is tuned to the horizontal orientation (red bar) and iso-oriented suppression confined to the end-zones (blue circles). Red arrows represent the excitation due to stimulation of the receptive field center, blue arrows represent suppression due to stimulation of the surround and black arrows represent the net response. (A) A grating of the preferred orientation confined to the receptive field center elicits a high firing rate (red arrow). (B) A grating of the preferred orientation confined to the end-zones elicits no response (black cross). (C) A grating of the preferred orientation covering both the center and the end-zones elicits no response, because the center contribution (red arrow) is reduced by the suppressive end-zones (blue arrow). (D) When the grating in the end-zones is switched to a non-preferred orientation, part of the suppression is released (short blue arrow) and the overall firing rate is high. (E) A stimulus consisting of bars of preferred orientation in center and surround, typical of pop-out experiments, elicits no response due to end-zone suppression. (F) When the surrounding bars have an orientation orthogonal to the preferred orientation, suppression is released. (G) A stimulus consisting of two bars of preferred orientation, one in center and one in one of the end-zones, produces a modest response because of partial end-zone suppression. (H) When the bar in the end-zone has the orthogonal orientation, the partial suppression is released and the response is larger. Marcar et al., 2000; Mareschal & Baker, 1998; Zhou & Baker, 1994 , 1996 .
However, neurons in V1 also respond to texture boundaries, or more specifically orientation-defined texture boundaries, in a way that is consistent with their responses to pop-out stimuli or orientation discontinuities and also consistent with the contextual modulations described in Figs. 1 and 2 (Nothdurft, Gallant, & Van Essen, 2000; Schmid, 2008) . Fig. 5 illustrates this for three different layouts of suppressive surround regions. In Fig. 5A -C, the receptive field surround is isotropic, i.e., extends all around the receptive field center. For a continuous grating of the preferred orientation, the response is suppressed (panel 5A). Part of the suppression is released for an orientation-defined texture boundary; this release occurs both for a boundary that is orthogonal to the receptive field (panel 5B) and for a boundary that is parallel to the receptive field (panel 5C). In Fig. 5D -F, the suppressive surround is confined to the end-zones of the receptive field. In this case, the suppression is released only when the orientation-defined texture boundary is orthogonal to the receptive field (panel 5E), but not when it is parallel (panel 5F). In Fig. 5G -I, the suppressive surround is confined to the side-zones of the receptive field, and correspondingly, the suppression is not released when the orientation-defined texture boundary is orthogonal to the receptive field (panel 5H), but only when it is parallel (panel 5I).
Thus, both iso-orientation surround suppression (Fig. 5 ) and the FRF model (Fig. 4) can lead to increased responses when an orientation-defined texture boundary is presented.
One aspect of responses to texture boundaries that is helpful in distinguishing their possible roles in segmentation is ''orientation cue invariance'' -the notion that a neuron's orientation tuning for standard (luminance) contours is the same as its orientation tuning for texture boundaries. This is a necessary characteristic of a neuron's responses to texture-defined boundaries if it is to directly assist in identifying true object boundaries, since true object boundaries have both texture and luminance boundaries at the same orientation. However, for orientation-defined texture boundary responses due to iso-orientation surround suppression, orientation cue invariance is typically not present. This is shown in Fig. 5 . If the suppression is all around the receptive field center (Fig. 5A-C) the orientation of the texture boundary does not matter. If the suppression is in the end-zones, the texture boundary needs to be orthogonal to the orientation tuning of the cell for luminance contours (Fig. 5D-F) ; if it is in the side-zones the texture boundary needs to be parallel to the receptive field ( Fig. 5G-I ). Therefore, depending on the structure of the suppression, the orientation tuning for the luminance boundaries and the texture boundaries may, or may not, be similar. Since the structure of suppression in individual neurons in V1 is very diverse (DeAngelis, Freeman, & Ohzawa, 1994; Walker, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 1999) , there will be no consistency between the orientation tuning for luminance and texture boundaries across the V1 population (Tanaka & Ohzawa, 2009) .
In primate V2 and cat area 18 however, a consistent alignment of orientation tuning between luminance and texture boundaries has been found (Leventhal et al., 1998; Mareschal & Baker, 1998; Zhan & Baker, 2006) . While the classical FRF model as shown in Fig. 4 cannot account for this cue-invariance, an extension has been suggested that can. The basic FRF model generates a response to texture boundaries only and will not produce a response to luminance boundaries, unless very specific conditions apply (the subregions of the first-stage filter are not balanced, and the filters in the second stage have the same orientation as those in the first stage, like in Fig. 4B , but with an asymmetric filter in the second stage). However, the FRF framework of Fig. 4 can be augmented by a parallel linear channel, as was proposed to explain the finding of cue-invariant orientation tuning between luminance borders and texture boundaries in V2 . If this parallel channel is of similar shape as the filter in the second stage of the pure FRF model (Zhan & Baker, 2006) , it will generate responses to ordinary gratings that have the same orientation tuning as the cell's orientation tuning for texture boundaries.
Possible relationships between mechanisms underlying orientation based pop-out and texture segmentation
Because orientation-defined texture boundaries modulate responses in both V1 and V2 neurons, it is natural to ask how these responses are related to each other, and to contextual modulations. This is the focus of the remainder of the review.
One possibility is that V1 neurons respond to local orientation discontinuities independent of the orientation of the texture boundary, and that V2 neurons combine the output of those V1 neurons in a way that orientation cue-invariance is achieved (Heitger et al., 1998; Nothdurft, 1991; Schmid, 2008) . This model is different from the FRF model in that the first processing stage is responsible for detection of local orientation discontinuities as well as standard luminance boundaries. Also, filtering is not required at the second processing stage, but rather, its role is to sum the outputs of the filters in the first stage along the axis of the receptive field of neuron in the second processing stage so that orientation cue-invariance is achieved. This summation of receptive fields is reminiscent of the classical Hubel & Wiesel model of how simple receptive fields in V1 could result from summation of LGN receptive fields in the appropriate spatial alignment (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962) . . Iso-orientation surround suppression and texture segmentation. These panels diagram the responses of three idealized cortical neurons (each row) to three kinds of grating stimuli (each column). The three neurons have a receptive field center (red circle) that is tuned to the horizontal orientation (red bar) and are distinguished by the layouts of their iso-oriented suppressive surrounds (blue circles). The stimuli consist of a full-field grating (left column) and orientation-defined texture boundaries orthogonal to the preferred orientation (middle column) or parallel to it (right column). Red arrows represent the excitation due to stimulation of the receptive field center, blue arrows represent suppression due to stimulation of the surround and black arrows represent the net response. For all stimuli, the neuron responds because the receptive field center is covered by a grating of the preferred orientation (red arrow). Top row: circumferential suppressive surround. The full-field grating in the preferred orientation (A) activates surround suppression (blue arrow) and reduces the response. (B and C) Suppression is partially released when an orientation-defined texture boundary is present, because a portion of the surround is covered by the orientation orthogonal to the preferred orientation. This occurs both for a texture boundary orthogonal to the preferred orientation (B) and parallel to it (C). Second row: suppressive surround confined to the end-zones. Suppression by a full-field grating (D) is released when the orientation-defined boundary is orthogonal to the preferred orientation of the center (E) but not when it is orthogonal to it (F). Third row: suppressive surround confined to the side-zones. Suppression by a full-field grating (G) is not released when the orientation-defined boundary is orthogonal to the preferred orientation of the center (H), but is released when the boundary is parallel to it (I).
A second possibility is that responses to orientation-defined boundaries in V2 are based on contextual modulations in V2, formed independently of contextual modulations in V1. In this framework, V2 neurons combine the responses of V1 neurons to luminance boundaries to produce responses to orientation-defined boundaries, but do not rely on contextual modulations in V1 to detect orientation discontinuities. In this scenario, the mechanism by which V2 neurons respond to orientation-defined boundaries is iso-orientation surround suppression, just like observed in V1, just on a larger scale and with a bias for the surround suppression to come from the side-zones of the receptive field, so that orientation cue-invariance is produced.
These two possibilities make distinctive predictions. In the first case -that the signal generated by iso-orientation surround suppression in V1 is the starting point for the processing of orientation-defined boundaries in V2 neurons -manipulations that eliminate the V1 suppression should eliminate the orientationdefined boundary responses in V2. We found a condition in which the surround suppression in V1 is eliminated, but, as we show in the next section, the V2 response to orientation-defined boundaries persists, therefore we can exclude this possibility.
The second possibility -that responses to orientation-defined boundaries in V2 are generated independently of contextual modulations in V1, but also by surround suppression -predicts that texture boundary responses and surround suppression in V2 should be correlated on a neuron-by-neuron basis. Moreover, if the responses to boundaries in V2 are orientation cue-invariant, meaning that the preferred orientation is the same for luminance and orientation-defined boundaries, then these responses should specifically correlate with suppression localized in the side-zones of the receptive field (see Fig. 5 ). These predictions are also tested in the next section, and, as we show, they do not hold.
Therefore, we conclude that responses to orientation-defined boundaries in V2 are generated independently of contextual modulations in V1 and also they are not based on surround suppression in V2. Instead, they must be based on another kind of nonlinearity, such as the FRF model. Because the FRF model does not fully account for the observed response properties of V2 neurons -as we will detail below -we propose an extension of it, which adds a second stage of rectification.
The hypothesis that we put forward here is that while contextual modulations (iso-orientation surround suppression) in V1 signal local orientation discontinuities that may underlie perceptual orientation pop-out, orientation-defined boundary responses in V2 arise independently and could be the basis for texture segmentation.
Detailed spatiotemporal analysis of receptive field interactions in V1 and V2
An experiment that tests the hypothesis that contextual modulation signals arising in V1 are necessary for orientation-defined boundary signals in V2 must meet two criteria. First, the same type of stimulus must be used for assaying neurons in both regions. Second, there needs to be a way to manipulate the stimulus so that the contextual signal in V1 is lost. Further, an experiment that tests the hypothesis that neurons in V2 have orientation cue-invariant responses to luminance-defined and orientation-defined boundaries needs to probe at least two orientations for both types of boundaries. Fig. 6 shows the paradigm we used that meets these criteria (Schmid, Purpura, & Victor, 2014) . The stimulus (Fig. 6A) consisted of a grid of adjacent rectangular regions covering the receptive field center and surround. Each rectangular region was filled with a sinusoidal grating of either the preferred orientation or the orthogonal non-preferred orientation, and for each stimulus frame the orientation within each region was assigned pseudo-randomly using a binary sequence. The stimulus frame duration was either 20 ms or 40 ms.
Because the orientation of each region was assigned in a pseudorandom fashion on each frame, we could use a reverse correlation technique to separate several different contributions to the response (Fig. 6B) . By correlating the response of the neuron to the orientation in each of the regions, we obtained a measurement of how much the orientation of the luminance boundary within each region influences the neurons firing rate. In parallel, by correlating the response of the neuron to whether the orientation in a pair of neighboring regions was either the same or different, we obtained a response to the local orientation-defined texture boundary. Importantly, there are two different possible orientations of texture boundaries, namely parallel to receptive field (blue lines in Fig. 6A ) as well as orthogonal to the receptive field (green lines in Fig. 6A ). By comparing responses to these two kinds of texture boundaries, we were also able to see if neurons preferred one orientation of texture boundary over the other.
The population summary of the responses of neurons to luminance and texture boundaries at the two frame durations is summarized in Fig. 7 . We found that in V1 responses to the luminance boundaries are present both at 20 ms and 40 ms frame durations (black traces in panels A and D), but the responses to orientationdefined boundaries arose only at 40 ms frame duration (green and blue traces in panels E and F). There were also negative responses to luminance boundaries (red traces in panel D), consistent with what one would expect given iso-orientation surround suppression, as described in the Introduction and illustrated in Fig. 5 . Specifically, across the population, these responses bore no fixed relationship to the response to the luminance boundary: some neurons responded to such boundaries if they were orthogonal to the receptive fields, while others responded to them if they were parallel to the receptive field (compare panels E and F). Thus, at the population level, V1 neurons did not exhibit orientation cue-invariance.
V2 neurons also had responses to the orientation-defined texture boundaries in this paradigm, but these differed in two key ways from the V1 responses. First, they were present for the 20 ms frame duration (blue traces in panel I), a condition in which V1 texture boundary responses were absent (compare with panel C). This shows that the first hypothesis mentioned in the Introduction does not hold; the response to orientation-defined boundaries in V2 cannot rely on the V1 orientation-defined boundary responses. The second difference between the orientation-defined texture boundary responses in V2 and V1 was that in V2, strong responses to orientation-defined boundaries only occurred if they were parallel to the receptive field (blue traces in panels I and L, but only one green trace in panels H and K). Hence, V2 neurons that respond to texture boundaries are orientation cue-invariant.
To understand the implications of different dynamics in V1 and V2, it is important to distinguish between temporal resolution and latency. The fact that texture boundary responses in V2 were present at shorter frame durations than in V1 does not mean that these signals are faster in latency (i.e., appear sooner) in V2 than in V1 -just that visual signals are processed with finer temporal resolution in V2 than in V1. In fact, our data is consistent with the expected flow of information from V1 to V2: the response latency for luminance boundaries is not shorter in V2 than in V1 (compare starting time of black traces in all panels of Fig. 7 ). However the responses to texture boundaries in V2 have a higher temporal resolution than those in V1, i.e. they appear with stimulus frame durations of only 20 ms. This means that the texture boundary response in V2 arise independently of texture boundary responses in V1 but still may rely on the local luminance boundary information that flows from V1 to V2.
Since V2 texture boundary responses arise independently of those in V1, we next considered the mechanisms by which they might be generated: specifically, whether the V2 responses arose from iso-orientation surround suppression, vs. an alternative.
To test the hypothesis that the response to orientation-defined texture boundaries in V2 is based on iso-orientation surround suppression, we measured surround suppression in the same neurons studied with the paradigm of Fig. 6 , using standard grating stimuli. V1 responses served as a benchmark. Consistent with the notion that V1 responses to orientation-defined boundaries reflected iso-orientation surround suppression, we found that these two aspects of responses were correlated. V1 neurons that responded to orientation-defined boundaries orthogonal to the receptive field tended to have suppression in the end-zones (length suppression), while those that responded to orientation-defined boundaries parallel to the receptive field tended to have suppression in the side-zones (width suppression). This is what one expects, if the responses to orientation-defined boundaries in V1 are based on iso-orientation surround suppression.
Neurons in V2, on the other hand, showed no correlation between responses to orientation-defined boundaries and surround suppression. Even though surround suppression was present in V2 neurons and comparable in extent to surround suppression in V1, the V2 neurons that responded to orientation-defined boundaries were no more likely to have surround suppression than the V2 neurons that did not respond to such boundaries. In addition, neurons that responded to orientation-defined boundaries parallel to the receptive field and happened to have surround suppression did not necessarily have the surround suppression in the side-zones. And among the neurons with suppression in the end-zones, none responded to orientation-defined boundaries orthogonal to the receptive field.
In sum, the responses to orientation-defined boundaries in V1 are consistent with iso-orientation surround suppression, but not so in V2. Hence, V2 texture boundary responses arise independently from those in V1, and are generated by a mechanism other than surround suppression.
The observed responses of V2 neurons to texture boundaries is largely consistent with the filter-rectify-filter model, along with the addition of a second luminance channel as discussed in Fig. 6 . Orientation-discontinuity stimulus. (A) A grid of rectangular regions covered the classical receptive field (red ellipse) and surrounding space. The stimulus was aligned with the preferred orientation of the receptive field. Each region contained a static sinusoidal grating, either in the preferred or the orthogonal, non-preferred orientation. The orientation in each region was randomly reassigned at every time step, which was either 20 or 40 ms. Colored lines show the region boundaries orthogonal (green) and parallel (blue) to the receptive field; these lines were not part of the stimulus. (B) Computation of first-and second-order kernels. For each region in the stimulus, the neuron's spike response, in 10 ms bins, was cross-correlated with the stimulus sequence, coded as 1 for the preferred orientation and À1 for the orthogonal orientation. Crosscorrelation of this sequence against the neural response yielded the first-order kernel in that region. For the computation of each spatial second-order kernel, the response was correlated with the product of the values of the stimulus in the two neighboring regions: 1 if the grating orientation in the two regions was equal and À1 if they were different. Therefore, positive kernel values indicate an enhanced response to texture continuity, and negative values indicate an enhanced response to texture discontinuity. Note that we distinguished two kinds of spatial second-order kernels: one for regions that shared an edge orthogonal to the receptive field's long axis, and one for regions that shared an edge that was parallel to it. Adapted from Schmid, Purpura, and Victor (2014). Section 1.3. The second parallel channel ensures that the neuron also responds to luminance boundaries and not only to texture boundaries, as we found. However, we found another property of the texture boundary responses in V2 that require an additional extension of the FRF model. For example the FRF models shown in Fig. 4 will only respond if the vertical grating is in the top half of the stimulus and the horizontal grating is in the bottom half; it will not respond at all if the orientations of the two gratings are reversed. What we find in V2 neurons of anesthetized macaques is different: the neurons will respond similarly to both texture border polarities. This response property can be incorporated into the FRF model by adding a second rectification stage after the second filtering stage, resulting in a filter-rectify-filterrectify (FRFR) cascade. In this framework, the first filtering and rectification produces ''complex cells'' that are non-selective for the spatial phase of the luminance boundaries and the second filtering and rectification stage produces cells that are non-selective for the spatial phase of texture boundaries. Interestingly, the need to augment the FRF model by a second stage of rectification to account for processing of texture-defined contours was also noted in a psychophysical study of perception of high-order spatial correlations (Victor & Conte, 1991) .
Two perceptual processes
In our recent neurophysiological experiment discussed in Section 2 we showed that frame durations that are too short to generate contextual modulations in V1 nevertheless produce nonlinear interactions in V2. We also proposed that the contextual modulations in V1 are the basis of pop-out, while the receptive field nonlinearities in V2 are the basis of orientation-defined texture segmentation. Together, these notions predict that the dynamics of pop-out are more sluggish than that of texture segregation. While this has not directly been tested in a psychophysical experiment, there are two studies that bear on this question, which we now review.
Orientation pop-out
We hypothesize that orientation pop-out is based on contextual modulations in V1 in macaques as well as humans. Given that -in anesthetized macaque -luminance boundary responses in V1 are present at 20 ms as well as 40 ms frame duration, but contextual modulations in V1 are only present at 40 ms frame duration, we predict that human perception of a oriented bar has a higher temporal resolution than the perception of an orientation pop-out stimulus.
This was directly tested by the study of Nothdurft (2000), which concentrated on the dynamics of pop-out. Nothdurft's Experiment 2 compared detection of an isolated line with detection of the same line in an orientation pop-out paradigm. The key variable was stimulus presentation time (10-150 ms) and the stimulus was immediately followed by a mask consisting of crosses. The presentation time needed for the criterion performance was always longer for the orientation pop-out than for the single line (30 ms vs 20 ms for 75% performance, averaged across subjects; see Fig. 7a in Nothdurft, 2000) . A potential confound is that the detection of the single line does not necessarily have to depend on the activation of orientation tuned neurons in V1, as activation of neurons based on luminance differences would suffice. But this concern was eliminated by a follow-up experiment that showed Schmid, Purpura, and Victor (2014). that the identification of the orientation of a single line (and not just detecting its presence) also had a higher temporal resolution than the detection of orientation pop-out, in the sense that the same performance was achieved with shorter stimulus presentation times (Nothdurft, 2002) .
Since latency and temporal resolution are independent measures of response dynamics, analysis of latency might provide another way to link neural responses with behavior. Several studies have shown that the latency of contextual effects in V1 is longer than the latency of the response to the single elements of the stimulus (Bair, Cavanaugh, & Movshon, 2003; Knierim & van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft, Gallant, & Van Essen, 1999) . We confirmed this finding in our recent experiment as well (Schmid, Purpura, & Victor, 2014) . It has been suggested that longer latency carries the expectation that longer presentation times are needed for perception (Knierim & van Essen, 1992; Nothdurft, 2000) , but the direct correlate of neural response latency is reaction time. Even so, a comparison between neural response latency and reaction time is hindered by many factors, such as stimulus parameters, experiment conditions, decision process, and motor times, which are non-trivial to model (Miller & Ulrich, 2003) . Although several researchers have used reaction time measurements to test the hypothesis that V1 is involved in computing the saliency of popout stimuli (Koene & Zhaoping, 2007; Zhaoping & Zhe, 2012) , there does not appear to be a study that compared the reaction time for identification of a single oriented line to the reaction time for this identification in the context of orientation pop-out stimulus.
Orientation-defined texture segmentation
Another set of studies (Motoyoshi & Nishida, 2001 ) provided measurements of the dynamics of orientation-defined texture boundaries, and, below we describe how the findings relate to our proposal. To describe the logic of their experiment, it is helpful to view the detection of texture boundaries as a two-stage process. In particular, for orientation-defined texture segmentation, the first stage consists of orientation coding, and the second stage extracts orientation contrast. This view parallels the filter-rectifyfilter model described in the Introduction, where the first stage consist of filters detecting luminance boundaries at a given orientation, and the second stage consists of filters detecting differences in texture. We assume that the first stage corresponds to the responses of V1 neurons to luminance-defined boundaries, which are present at a stimulus frame duration of 20 ms in anesthetized macaques. Our hypothesis is then that the second stage corresponds to the responses to orientation-defined texture boundaries in V2, which are also present at a stimulus frame duration of 20 ms. Therefore, we predict that the temporal resolution cut-off for the orientation coding stage and the orientation-contrast coding stage are similar.
To assess the dynamics of these stages psychophysically, Motoyoshi and Nishida (2001) used a special kind of oriented patch -the so-called D2 pattern -as the texture element. D2 patterns have the useful property that when a D2 pattern at one orientation is superimposed on a D2 pattern in the orthogonal orientation, the result is a circular Laplacian (target-shaped) pattern, which has no orientation cues at all. Motoyoshi and Nishida exploited this property by constructing their stimuli from alternating pairs of texture images, in which the orientation of each local D2 pattern is orthogonal on the two frames. If the alternation frequency is higher than the resolution of the orientation coding stage, only circular patches are perceived.
To measure the temporal frequency resolution of both processing stages (the orientation coding stage and the orientation contrast coding stage), they compared perception of two kinds of alternating-D2 texture images. In the first, the orientations of the patches in the target region differed by 90°from those in the background. In this condition, the perception of the target region is limited by the orientation-contrast coding stage: the stimulus frame duration must be long enough to perceive the local orientation and also long enough to compute the orientation difference. In the second, the orientations in the target region differed by 45°f rom those in the background. In this condition, the perception of the target region is limited only by the orientation coding stage: if the stimulus frame duration is long enough to perceive the local orientation information, the system can integrate over several frames to detect the target region, because the target and the background activate different sets of orientation detectors.
Their logic is the following: if the temporal resolution of the orientation coding stage is higher than that of the subsequent stage of orientation contrast coding, the upper temporal frequency limit for the 45°texture should be higher than for the 90°texture. On the other hand, if the orientation coding is the temporal bottleneck, the upper temporal frequency limit of both textures should be similar. The latter is the alternative that our hypothesis predicts: since the orientation difference signal in V2 neurons is already present at 20 ms, we hypothesize that the limiting factor is the temporal resolution of the orientation coding in V1 (also present at 20 ms) and no extra integration time is needed to compute the orientation difference. This is what they find: the temporal frequency limit for the 45°texture is not higher than for the 90°texture.
We note that while the findings of Motoyoshi and Nishida (2001) are in line with our prediction that segmentation based on orientation contrast is as rapid as orientation coding itself, there is a discrepancy between the temporal resolutions that they measured, and our physiologic measurements. The upper temporal limit measured psychophysically ranged from 11 to 16 Hz in two subjects (71% performance in a four alternative forced choice; see Fig. 6 in Motoyoshi & Nishida, 2001) ; the corresponding time in each stimulus phase (approximately 30-45 ms) is longer than what we found in anesthetized macaques (20 ms). There are many obvious differences between the experiments that could account for this discrepancy, including species, stimulus characteristics, and the choice of threshold criterion.
Transition between pop-out and texture segmentation
The psychophysical studies discussed above, along with our recent neurophysiological study, suggest that the temporal resolution for orientation pop-out and orientation-defined texture segmentation is different. Some stimuli seem to activate only the more sluggish orientation pop-out mechanisms, other stimuli recruit the faster orientation-defined texture segmentation. The study of Motoyoshi and Nishida was focused on texture segmentation, but their systematic variation of spatial parameters (experiment 3) included conditions that resembled classic orientation pop-out stimuli. We hypothesize that orientation pop-out relies on V1 contextual modulations, which are slower than simple orientation coding in V1. Therefore, for stimulus conditions which drive only the pop-out process and not the texture segmentation process, the upper temporal frequency limit for the 45°texture (limited by orientation coding) should be higher than for the 90°t exture (limited by orientation-contrast coding). This is in fact what they found for some special cases, in which the target region consisted only of one oriented patch (see their Figs. 13 and 14) . While the authors hypothesized that this reversal of the upper temporal frequency limit for the 45°and 90°texture was due to the fact that in those conditions the texture segmentation was very difficult, we propose a more specific reason; in those conditionsresembling orientation pop-out rather than texture segmentation -the faster orientation-contrast coding stage in V2 is not activated and therefore the more sluggish signal in V1 has to be used.
Conclusions
Pop-out and texture segmentation are distinct processes. One directs attention and the other is important for parsing an image into objects. Based on the studies presented here, we hypothesize that contextual modulations in V1 drive orientation pop-out, and nonlinear receptive field interactions in V2 drive texture segmentation based on orientation differences. The contextual modulations in V1 are consistent with iso-orientation surround suppression, but the receptive field non-linearities in V2 can only be described by a more complex model, for example a filterrectify-filter-rectify model with a second parallel luminance channel. Since the connections in this FRFR model need to be very specific, it remains to be seen how such a complex response behavior might be achieved in biologically plausible neural network model. We also conclude that those two processes function in parallel, and the properties of the stimulus determine whether perception is dominated by one process or the other.
